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We are perhaps still too close to the tragic events 

of recent weeks to find in them the instruction they give 

the future. 

One thing though is clear, and guides my remarks here 

today. 

It would be the bitterest irony if the purposes that 

Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King pursued should be 

thwarted now -- not only by the fact of their death but even 

more by its violent circumstance. 

These two men stood first of all for social justice. 

And in a strange, unreasoning way, that goal has been set 

off as though it were in opposition -- to the purpose of 

achieving "law and order". 

The fact is that civil order and civil justice are twin 

imperatives ... that they are interdependent ... and that one 

without the other diminishes America. 

• • * * 
These facts of violence before this nation are not only 

the assassination of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King --

and John Kennedy and Medgar Evers before them. 

What must be brought into evidence -- for trial by jury 

of the nation -- are the full facts of today's increasing 

commonplace of crime and violence in America: 

*The fact of 8 thousand murders in this country every 

year now, and of more than 4 million major crimes. 

*The fact reported in the headlines of every newspaper 

that many streets of our cities are no longer safe to walk on 

at night, or many of our neighborhoods safe to live in. 
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*The fact of an escalation of protest that has sometimes 

become an escalation of violence. 

*The fact that there are guns today in seven of every 

ten American homes -- and television sets showing every youngster 

how they are used in an unreal underworld that becomes his 

vivid reality ... his entertainment. 

These acts, these statistics, these headlines, these 

television programs are not the story of America. They are 

America's nightmare. They belie the essential truth of America. 

I reject casual or cynical talk about a "sick society." 

It is too often an escape from social responsibility, or 

an attempt to reduce the costs of responsibility by someone 

who believes in the divine right of the fortunate. 

It must be clear that violence, crime, looting, burning 

cannot be condoned and must be stopped. 

It must be equally clear that the conditions that breed 

crime and violence have to be sought out -- and then rooted out. 

This relationship between "law and order" on the one 

hand and "social justice" on the other hand should be made 

plain to every American. 

Our generating idea as a nation was to secure the Right 

the unalienable right -- of Life -- along with Liberty and 

the pursuit of happiness. 

But this means two things. 

It means protecting Life -- the breath of Life itself. 

It means equally, the fulfillment of Life-- giving it 

meaning ... value ... validity. 

The Right to Life is today in jeopardy. Robert Kennedy 

and Martin Luther King are dead. So are the victims found in 

the debris of April's riots. 

And for millions of people in this country there is jeopardy 

to the Right to Life in the sense of Life that has meaning. 

There is violence to human dignity and self respect in the 

filth of our slums, the despair of unemployment, the crippling 

of illiteracy. 
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I propose that we draw up, in this year of national 

decision two agenda: 

An Agenda for Civil Order. 

And an Agenda for Social Justice. 

and that we pursue both relentlessly. 

I put these items at the top of the Agenda for Civil Order: 

First. The rioting in American cities must stop. And 

if it breaks out again it must be put down promptiy, firmly, 

and effectively. 

Riots are wrong. Their toll of life and property is 

unconscionable. Their first and worst victims are the poor 

themselves. 

The state laws regarding incitement to riot or to violation 

of the law in any respect should be strengthened and broadened. 

If there is looting and burning in the course of a riot 

it must be treated and punished according to the laws against 

stealing and arson. 

The prevention of crime and the enforcement of law a gainst 

violence are essentially local and state responsibilities. 
r 

We do not want a federal police force. 

But the states and local communities need and are entitled 

to help through federal funding of enlarged and better trained 

law enforcement agencies. Law and order costs money -- much 

more than we presently spend. It also requires public support 

for police and courts. 

I have spent a great deal of my life defending ciYil 

liberties . and civil rights-- not just recently when they have 

become popular, but back over a long time when they weren't. 

I know that today, more than ever before, violence is the 

enemy of civil rights and civil l iberties. It is the ally of 

reaction and can be used as an excuse for not doing the 

things that need to be done in this country. 
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Yes, crime and violence have got to be stopped. But I 

disagree with those who sneer at the Constitutional guarantees, 

and propose shortcuts to justice across the quicksand of 

contempt for due process of law. 

Second. The sale and the possession of firearms has 

to be governed by the sole consideration of what is necessary 

and effective to stop their criminal use. 

It demeans us as a civilized people to put any other 

consideration ahead of this one. 

President Johnson has urged the present Congress to 

control the interstate shipment and the sale to minors of 

rifles and shotguns and ammunition as well as hand guns. 

This legislation must be passed now. 

There is more to be done. 

If the states don't adopt and right away -- legislation 

requiring the registration of all firearms, then the Congress 

must. 

The laws against carrying concealed weapons must be 

greatly strengthened, and the penalties for violation 

increased. 

Third. Federal, state and local agencies must be organized 

in a massive effort to stop the drug traffic in this country. 

This means an increase in enforcement personnel. 

It means stiffer penalities for violation of the laws 

prohibiting the unlicensed sale of drugs. 

It means a large scale program for treating drug addiction, 

and for rehabilitating the victims of addiction once the habit 

is broken. 

It means finding out -- instead of wondering -- about 

the effects of marijuana. 

It means adopting the recommendations of the President's 

Commission on Law Enforcement regarding the sale and use of 

drugs. 

The drug addict is the most pitiful person in the world -

and one of the most dangerous. 
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Fourth: Councils for Civil Peace should be organized 

at the state, and where possible the metropolitan, level. 

Such a Council could include representation from all 

racial, religious and economic groups in the state ... the 

state attorney general's office ... the National Guard ... law 

enforcement agencies and officials of local government. 

It could provide a state community relations service 

designed to prevent violence and to gain community cooperation 

and hear the voices of those who have gone unheard. It 

could set up a coordinated early warning system so that 

coming disorders might be detected in advance and, perhaps, 

be stopped before they begin. It could establish a central 

communications network -- vital to effective law enforcement . 

... Cont'd. 
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A Council of Civil Peace could provide a way and a means 

for those who would be the innocent victims of violence to have 

an opportunity to forestall that tragedy and to bring to bear 

their knowledge, their information and their sense of citizen

ship. 

Fifth: We must take a hard look at the effects of tele

vision on our children. What happens when they are exposed to 

endless exercises in the casual infliction of injury and 

death on our television scre~ns? 

I do not propose censorship. I do propose effective con-

sideration by the American public--and those responsible for 

television programming--of how to unc'lerstand and deal with this 

pervasive influence on our children's lives. 

These are some of the items on an Agenda for Civil Order. 

Others must be added. For it is the minimum demand on our 

society today that we protect the right to Life and property 

from violence and crime. 

Rut the point of it all is that this must be done--and 

can only be done effectively--in conjunction with securing 

the Right to Life with meaning--Life that is worth livinq. 

So there must be, too, an Agenda for Social Justice. 

There is not time here today to set out all the Cletailed 

items on the Agenda for Social Justice. It is a longer agenda 

than the other. I outlined part of it last weekend in my 

letter to Reverend Abernathy. I will present it in detail 

during the next several weeks. 

But its central elements--especially as they relate to 

civil order--must be made clear here and now. 

Most important of all: Every indivic'lual must be able to 

play a meaningful role in his community--have a stake in what 

is going on .•. be "part of the action." 

John Stuart Mill said it: "Let a man have nothing to do 

for his country and he will have no love for it." 
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The survival of democracy's community depends on every-

one having a sense of community--or being part of it. 

This means participating in its decisions. 

It means contributinq to its progress. 

And it means sharing in its benefits. 

It means a man or a woman saying this is my neighborhood-

my home--my country--my job. 

I submit that the recommendations of the President's Com

mission on Civil Disorders are right--and that as they are car

ried out civil order--as well as social justice--in America's 

cities will be served. 

I submit that those proposals of the Poor People's Cam

paign relating to food, jobs and human dignity are reasonable ... 

that acting on them constructively will contribute greatly to 

law and order, as well as to social justice. 

If we want civil order we must recognize the civil right 

of every citizen in this nation to have enough to eat. 

There is' no reason in America--with its unequaled wealth 

and agricultural productivity--for any one to qo hungry. It 

is immoral to allow some babies to suffer from malnutrition 

while others in our population are concerned about the dangers 

of overeating. 

If we want civil order we must recognize the civil right 

of every American to earn a living. 

The richest society man has ever known cannot afford to 

permit the festering frustration of unemployment which can so 

easily erupt into violence. Jobs bring dignity to the individ

ual and resources to his family--and wealth to the Nation. 

The idea of guaranteeing decent jobs to everybody who will 

work at them makes sense--with private employers providing job 

opportunities to the fullest extent possible, and with t~e 

government making whatever back-up or financing arrangements 

are necessary. 
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If we want civil order we must recognize the civil right 

to a full education--from age four on through college--and th e 

civil right to grow up in a decent home and neighborhood. 

We must act now to secure these rights. 

It won't come free. 

without change. 

It isn't cheap. It will not come 

It will require federal, state, local, and private 

resources--not just in dollars but in commitment. 

But we know that every dollar we put into the full educa

tion of those who are now denied it ... every dollar we put into 

the building of homes for those who now live in hovels ... every 

dollar we put into the training of man or woman to perform a 

job will be repaid. And it will be repaid partly in the reduc

tion of crime and violence. 

* * * 
Civil order and civil justice are not two goals. They 

are one. 

And the future hinges on our realizing this oneness--not 

only as a moral principle but as a matter, possible, of our 

survival as a free society. 

There is no choice today but to be tough-minded, hard

headed and fair-minded about stopping crime and violence in 

this country. 

There is no alternative to being tough-minded, hard-headed-

and warm-hearted too--about establishing social justice in th i s 

country. 

We have to do both, and as rapidly as possible. 

* * * 
Finally, there is the whole context of th e time we live 

in. 

The next President of the United States wjll face n ew 

terms of reference--not just in America, but worldwide. 
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He will face a new period in history--a period in which 

all the old premises ..• the old policies ... all the old ways of 

doing things are being brought into question. 

He will face not only a new world map--a map containing 

dozens of countries and millions of people who have, until now, 

almost literally lived outside history. 

He will face what modern communication an0 technology 

have wrought--namely, a highly sensitized, "in touch" and 

impatient family of people and nations who will no lonqer accept 

the status quo when it sustains hunger, injustice, lack of par

ticipation, or subjugation of one man by another. 

No continent on earth will be immune from this rising 

tide. We see it now. 

And no present day weapons system will suffice to maintain 

security in the context of these conditions. 

Will we be able to cope with it? 

We must, and we will, if we fully recognize now the nature 

of what lies ahead. 

There is nothing less in this than the need to reexamine-

and to change, where necessary--our national priorities ... 

the allocation of our resources ... the structures and framework 

in which we work. 

If America has stood for anything in its relatively short 

history, it has stood for--and symbolized--the future. 

Now it surely must. 

All the doctrinaire arguments about the yesterdays ... or 

the rightful pride in even-recent accomplishment mean very little 

aqainst the challenge of the year 2000. 

I've spent most of my life working and planning for the 

future. It has cost me some har0 knocks an0 some hard names. 

But I have no regret. 
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What I mean to do now is rally those people who feel the 

same ... who are willing to accept and challenge this new world 

environment •.• who have the courage to do whatever is necessary 

to make this democratic system of ours bend and shape to new 

conditions--as it always has before. 

And I mean to oppose those people who are already invoking 

nostalgia •.. escapism ..• and an inward outlook as the means by 

which this country can meet the future. 

Now I'd like to hear from you. 

# # # 
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I have read so many different reports of what I am going 

to say here today that I can hardly wait to find out. 

Frankly, what I 've read is more interesting than what 

It seems to me there has been more coverage of what I 

haven 't said for two weeks.., than there was of everything I - ---
did say durin the preceding two months. ~~ ...J. 
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START RELEASE 

L We are perhaps still too close to the tragic events of recent 

weeks to find in them the instruction they give the future. 

/... One thing though is clear, and guides my remarks here 

today. 

~ It would be the bitterest irony if the purposes tha! Rob.e.rt 

Kennedy and Martin Luther King pursued should be thwarted now--

not only by the fact of their death but even more by its violent 

circumstance. 

~two men stood first of all for social justice .. And in a 

strange, unreasoning way, that goal has been set off --as though 
= jiiiiiiiaa • 

it were in opposition --to the purpose of achievigg "law and order•0 

~The fact is that .£iViiQn;!,!lr and civil justi!fe are twin impera

tives ... that they are interdependent ... and that one without the 

other di minis hes A me rica. 

* 
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~facts of violence before this nation are not only the 

assassination of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King --and 

John Kennedy and Medgar Evers before them. 

What must be brought into evidence -- for trial by jury of 

the nation --are the full facts of today's increasing commonplace 

of crime and violence, .... •lllM-=r 

- /*The fact of 8 thousand murders in this country every year 

now, and of more than 4 mill ion major crimes. 

"*The fact reported in the headlines of every newspaper that 

many streets of our cities are no longer safe to walk on at night, 

or many of our neighborhoods safe to live in. 

{•The fact of an escalation of protest that has sometimes become 

an escalation of violence. 
., 

'-..•The fact that there are guns today in seven of every ten 

American homes --and television sets showing every youngster 

how they are used in an unreal underworld that becomes his 
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'Ythese ~s. these ~sties, these ~lines, these 
,..MM-

television programs are not the,.story of America. They are 
• 

America's nightmare, They belie the essential truth of America .• 

~I reject casual or cynical talk about a "sick society. 11 

L It is too often an escape from social responsibility, or an 

attempt to reduce the costs of responsibility by someone who 

believes in the divine right of the fortunate. 

~It must be clear that v!lence, crime, looting, bur.!Jing 

cannot be condoned and must be stopped. 

LIt must be equally clear that the conditions that breed crime 

and violence have to be sought out --and then rooted out. 

L This relationship between "law and order'~ on the one hand 

and "social justice11 on the other 'illllftJ ~e made plain to 

every American. 
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L Our generating idea as a nation was to secure the Right --
• 

thej.nalienable right --of Life --along with Liberty and the pursuit 

of happiness. 

~ But this means two things. 

/It means protecting Life --the breath of Life itself. 

~ It means equally, the fulfillment of Life-- giving it meaning 

... value ... validity. 

L. The Right to Life is today in jeopardY,n-H~FM~iW!fl'rM~ 

d 

LAnd for millJons of._. 

the Right to Life in the sense of Life that has meanin~here is~ 

violence to human dignity and self respect in the filth of our slums, 

the despair of unemployment, the crippling of illiteracy. 

/.-., I propose that we draw up, in this year of national decision J 

two agenda: 
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An Agenda for Civil Order. 

And an Agenda for Social Justice. 

and that we pursue both relentless!~· 

/ I put these items at the top of the Agenda for Civil Order: 

First. The rioting in American cities must stop. And if it 

breaks out again it must be put down promptly,jirm!J, and 

effectivelyt' 

Riots ar~ Their toll of life and property is unconscionable. 

Their first and worst victims are the poor themselves0 

L The state laws regarding incitement to riot or to violation of 

the law in any respect should be strengthened and broadened. 

~ If there is looting and burning~· •••••• .. ~ 
must be treated and punished according to the laws against stealing 

and arson. 

~ The prevention of crime and the enforcement of law against 

violence are essentially local and state responsibilities. 
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We do not want a federal pol ice force --
) But the states and local communities need and are entitled I... - - • 

to help through federal funding of enlarged and better trained law ..,._ 

enforcement agencies.(Law and order costs money -- much more -- .,... 
than we presently spend.,. It also requires public support fo*'ce 
~ -and courts. ..f? -~ I have spent a great deal of my life defending civil liberties 

and civil rights -- not just recently when they have become popular, 

but back over a longtime when they weren'tf ... + 
~I kP?U' tRal tsllay; 1 HI "' •• --"-'~]lienee is the 

enemy of civi I rights and civil liberties.( It is the ally of reaction -

and can be used as an excuse for not doing the things that n 

be done in this country. 

~, fri me and violence have got to be stopped. But I disagree 

with those who sneer at the Constitutional guarantees, and propose 

shortcuts to justice across the quicksand of contempt for due process 

of law. 
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Second. The sale and the possession of firearms has to 
1\ 

be governed by the sole consideration of what is necessary and 

effective to stop their criminal use. 

President Johnson has urged t~~B•.-t Congress to control 

the interstate shipment and the sale of rifle~qel shotguns J 

~mmunition • This legislation must be 

passed-- now. [ j;t; ~ ~ • 
J.. There is more to be done. { 

If the states don't adopt-- and right away-- legislation 

requiring the registration of~ firearms, then the Congress must.• 

l The laws against carry;;concealed weapons must be greatly 

strengthened, and the penalties for violation increased. 
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Third. Federal, state and local agencies must be organized 

in a massive effort to stop the drug traffic in this country.e 

i This means an increase in enforcement personnel. 

L. It means stiffer penalities for violation of the laws prohibiting 

the unlicensed sale of drugs. 

L,1t means a large scale program for treating drug addiction, 

and for rehabilitating the victims of addiction once the habit is 

broken. 

" It means finding out -- instead of wondering -- about the 
-.::& 

effects of marij uana• 

LJ.t means adopting the recommendations of the President's 

Commission on Law Enforcement regarding the sale and use,Jlf 

drugs. 

7. The drug addict is the most pitiful perspn jn the.world --and --
one of the most dangerous. 
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Fourth: Councils for Civil Peace should be organized 

at the statet:t'·do;l•t metropolitan,.~ 
~ S uch a Cou nci I could i ncl ude rep rese ntati on from all 

racial , rei igious and economic groups · e ... the --
state attorney general's office ... the National Guard . . . law 

~ 
enforcement agencies and officials o~ local govern mente 

st '11( t J, It cou11tro:ide; state community relations service designed 

to prevent violence and to gain community cooperation and hear -----the voices of those who have gone unheard,. It could set up a 

coordinated e2.d,y warnLng ~em so that coming disorders mi ght - . 

be detected in advance~.~~~~~~!!~~!!~!!!!e 

L lt.e'iablis~ a central communications network-- vital to 

effective law enforcement. 



-----'~-~--!'--~~ ,__..,....---. ____ _ 

kn their sense of citizenship. 

Fifth.i We must take a hard look at the effects of television 

on our children.{what happens when they are exposed to endless 

exercises in the casual infliction of injury and death on our 
.--.. -
television screens? 

I do not propose censorship1 I do propose effective consideration =- .::--
by the American public --and those responsible for television 

programming --of how to understand and deal with this pervasive 

influence on our children's lives. 

L These are some of the items on an Agenda for Civil Order. 
~ .......... 

Others must be added, For it is the mini mum d~nd on our 

society today that we protect the right to Life and property from 

violence and crime. o 
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-
can- be done~ -- in conjunction with securing the --... 
Right to Life with meaning- Life that is worth living. t - . 

So there must be, too, an Agenda for Social Justice. 

LJ.here is not time here today to set out all the detailed items 

on the Agenda for Social Justice. It is a longer agenda than the 

""" other. I outlined part of it last weekend· n my letter to Reverend 

I----
Abernathy .... .,._,~~~:!!~!!!!!!B!!I-iliD ' 

But its central elements -- especially as they relate to civi I 

order -- must be made clear here and now. --
Most important of all: Every individual must be able to play 

a meaningful role in his community -- have a stake in what is 



t t • • 
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The survival of democracy's community depends on 

everyone having a sense of community-- or being part of it. -. 
It means contributing to its progress. 

And it means sharing in its benefits. 

It means a man or a woman saying this is~ neighborhood --

.!!!Y_ home --_.!!!Y country -- my job. 

Commission on Civil Disorders are right -- and that as they are 

carried out civil order --as well as social justice --in America's 

cities will be served. 

~ I submit that those proposals of the Poor People's Campaign 

relating to food, jobs and human dignity are reasonable ... that 

acting on them constructively will contribute greatly to law and 

order, as well as to social justice. 



. . 
c. f' • . ( 
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If we want civil order we must recognize the civil right of 

every citizen in this nation to have enough to eat. 

There is no reason in America --with its unequaled wealth 

and agricultural productivity-- for anyone to go hungry. It is 

immoral to allow some babies to suffer from malnutrition while 

others in our population are concerned about the dangers of overeating. 

7 ifwe want civil order we must recognize the civil right of 

every American to earn a living_ +ow~.......f ~~ 
• 

The richest society man 

oyment which can so 

ea · erupt into violence. Jobs bring di.2,.'2ity to the i ndividu~~ 

resources to his family-- and wealth to the Nation6 '.,..... 
The idea of guaranteeing decent jobs to everybody who wi II 

work at them makes sense --with private employers providing job 

opportunities to the fullest extent possible, and with the government 

making whatever back-up or financing arrangements are necessary.a-.Q. 

--~~------~~---~ 
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If we want civil order we must recognize the civil right 

to a full education --from age four on through college --and 

the civil right to grow up in a decent home and neighborhood. 

~We must act now to secure these rights. • 

It won't come free. It isn't cheap. It will not come without 

change. 

It will require federal, state, local, and private resources--

dollar we put into the ful 

an to perform a job will be 

I 
· ·1 be repaid part I y in he reduction of crime and 

) violenc_e . ........-=--~~-~--------------
• 
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Civil order and civil justice are not two goals. They are 

one. /)~~ ... / 
And the future hinges on our realizing this oneness --

not only as a moral principle but as a matter, possibly, of our 

survival as a free society. 

L There is no choice today but to be tough-minded, hard-

headed and fair-minded about stopping crime and violence in 

this country. 

There is no alternative to being tough-minded, hard-headed--

and warm-hearted too --about establishing social justice in this 

country. 

We have to do both, and as rapidly as possible. 

0 0 0 
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L Finally, there is the whole context of the time we live in. 

L The next President of the United States will face new terms 

of reference -- not just in America, but worldwide./ 

He will face a new period in history-- a period in which 

all the old premises .•. the old policies ... all the old ways of 

doing things are being brought into question. 

L He will face not only a new world mall --~~~ 
dozens of countries and millions of people who have, until now, 

almost literally lived outside history. 

(. He will face what modern communication and technology 

have wrought -- namely, a highly sensitized, "in touch" and 

impatient family of people an£!. nations who will no lon~r accept 

the status quo when it sustains hunger, injustice, lack of participation, 

or subjugation of one man by a no the r. 
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L No continen0:~11 be immune from this rising 

tide. We see it now. 

LAnd no present day weapons system will suffice to maintain 

security in the context of these conditions. 

Will we be able to cope with it? 

We must, and we will, if we fully recognize now the nature 

of what lies ahead. 

There is nothing less in this than the need to reexamine --

and to change, where necessary --our national priorities ... the 

allocation of our resources ... the structures and framework in 

which we work. 

If America has stood for anything in its relatively short 

history, it has stood for --and symbolized --the future. 
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Now it surely must. 

All the doctrinaire arguments about the yesterdays ••• 

or the rightful pride in even-recent accomplishment mean very 

little against the challenge of the ~~ '1...-~ 
I've spent most of my life working and planning !ott::-~ 

tutu re. It has cost me some hard knocks and some hard names. 

" But I have no regret. 

What I mean to do now is rally those people who feel the 

same .•. who are willing to accept and challenge this new world ---
en vi ron ment ... who have the courage to do whatever is necessary 

to make this democratic system of ours bend and shape to new 

conditions -- as it always has before. 

And I mean to oppose those people who are already invoking 

nostalgia ... escapism ... and an inward outlook as the means 

by which this country can meet the future. 

Now I'd like to hear from you. 
# # # 
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National Press Club 

NOT IN RELEASE 

I have read so many different newspaper reports about what 

I1m going to say here today that I can hardly wait to find out. 

Frankly, though, everything I've read is more interesting 

than anything Pve written. 

Gene McCarthy has been chiding me a little recently for 

not talking enough. That's a kind of new experience for me. But 

what bothers me is that there1 s been a lot more coverage of 

what I haven1t said the past few days than there was of everything 

I did say whe.n I was talking four or five times a day. 

I knew you were watching this campaign instead of listen

ing to it, but I just didn1t realize how little it took to satisfy you. 

You seem to be most concerned about my support or non-

support of the policies of the President. In view of my experience I have 

decided to come out squarely now -- unequivocally -- and 100% --

in support of the policies -- of President Calvin -- Silent Cal -

Coolidge. 

But more seriously ••• 
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I guess it1s all right ••• even a good thing ••• to laugh a 

little ••• even a little self-consciously ••• when we know the going 

is toughest. 

Talking here today isn't easy. 

START RELEASE 

I know the smallness of words in the shadow of such 

events as we have recently been witness to ••• and part of ••• in 

this country. 

It would be easier to try again to pay our respects, and 

then to press on to other matters. 

We can1t do that. It would be the worst disrespect ••• 

the extreme of irresponsibility. We know we must face what 

has happened squa~:e.l~ •• try our hardest to be sure why it 
. ---

happened ••• appraise all its implications ••• and try to find its 

instruction for the future. 
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As I think through, to the best of my ability, the meaning 

••• yes, the instruction ••• of the assassination of Robert Kennedy, 

and Martin Luther King, Jr., before him -- I find two imperatives 

emerging. 

They seem at first almost contrastingly different ••• and 

then, on closer thinking, ironically inter-related. 

One lies in the fact of these two men1 s extraordinary, 

in some ways unique, leadership. The other is in the impeaching, 

incriminating ordinariness of the violence that struck them down -

as it had John Kennedy and Medgar Evers before them. 

I speak only briefly of the first of these matters. 

Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King were magnificent 

leaders of the American people as a whole .. exponents of its 

highest ideals. But they were more than that. They had particu

larly, and in extraordinary measure, the confidence and the loyalty 

of two groups in this society -- Americans who are young and 

Americans who are black. 

These two groups have it in common that they feel -- with 

good reason -- that they are denied full membership in the 

democracy. 
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They have it in common that they question -- with good 

reason -- the capacity of democracy's established institutions 

and processes to deal with the facts of change, and to make change 

the agency for increasing both the quality and the equality of 

human life. 

The feeling today among these two groups is that demanding 

participation, they have been denied now even their own leadership. 

Their feeling comes very close to being one of having lost any 

vestige of an effective franchise. 

I am not going to press this point here, ·for my doing so 

would be misunderstood. But this election year will not serve its 

purpose unless the demands of these two groups for both leader

ship and the right to participate effectively are met. If they are 

not met, whatever officials -- of whatever Party -· are elected to 

public office in November will find themselves charged with 

responsibility./ but with no effective constituency to carry it out. 

The first imperative emerging from these tragic events is 

that the void in leadership which they created be filled. It is, 

beyond this, that the legitimate demands of the groups for whom these 

two men spoke --the demands of young Americans and black 

Americans for effective authority in the democracy -- be met. 
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' There is no is sue in this election year that is more impor-

tant than this -- for it goes to the very meaning and effectiveness 

of democracy its elf. 
?I.e muff 

]ij~~~~ftt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. ~~ recognize 

these murders not only as the~xtraordinar~tragedies they are~ but 

1tf'Wi.,.1 +f. ) ~ r- r/ v;ol~ 
as part of a ~ordmonplace o{. c~me n this countrthat ~as got to be 

stoppe~ • 

must now be brought to trial ... -
I 

Not two 

but crime itself. I 
o acts of violence - but violence itself must 

f 

o judgment in Amer ·ca. 

~ 
' It is1'f'trial by jury of the facts of two case ~ that is now 

most, important. What is important is trial by t~on of the 

facts of today1 s contagious commonplace of crime in America: 

'" ... murders in this 

country every year now~ and of -------
major crimes. 

~' The fact reported in the headlines of every news

_,._....,/tt,.#t"' ,£ Hr/ /1''1~ 
paper tliaFreet~are no longer safe,. t.Q \VB:~ 

; -.n at night. g r g]u nei !!Pb..U.<te<i~ oaOe "" l; • 4 



~:: The fact an escalation of protest that becomes an , 
escala ion of violence, until the seasons are marked 

by ether~ers are assigned to the slums 

~:~ The fact that there are guns today in seven of every 

ten American homes -- and television sets showing 

every youngster how they are used in an unreal 

underworld that becomes his most vivid reality. 

It is imperative that 

~eeeed. 

~ tis equally according to the rules 

of reason. 

It must be made clear that these acts, these statistics, these 

headlines, these poisoned television programs are not the story of -
America.~They are America's nightmare~They belie the essential truth 

of Americaa 11 r/ r//1~ ~,,. 11Atf8"r1
1
1 iht~tf4- 4 

At~ 2-~ ~IIC.. 
Jot; PIUS& OR ,mads s& 1ee!'=stbatt aa, tcat:i:urotl) about a "sick society" 
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egi!bor.(or i1: s an attemve-t redu~e the 

esponsibility by those who believe in the divine right 

) 
7 A.lr/A il.t 1h,..; en~/ 
.' r7J.. /J it-~~ .. ,;, ~ -~~~~~ 
~Ji,._ (II Jt~ -f f'III'1"C.fl, ? 

and 

purpose of acnieving civi 
/ 

to achieve etvil justic 4 

We 
I 

ot to make it clear that in America law and order depend 
/ 

af their base, on national sense of values ••• on a 
/ 

more meaningful than money or power • • • 

on th conviction that the rule of law, informed by the rule of reason 
I 

and justice, is both necessary and desirable as a means for assuring everyone 

a fuller, freer, life. 

the guide to t+th purN:H Mes :i:n the Meaei:eg ua hane ~hen-our 

/e~ ~ ~ ~ihlu'.,1 ~ J.-wc. .Jtn111tf 
g&~~~~.w~.-~~~~QQ~~~~~~ to assure life as our elemental 

guarantee to each other, along with liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 

~~is has meant protecting life. 
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.~~has meant, equally, nourishins life-- acting together to give 

life meaning and validity. 

~ ~ rJo ~"~ ~) 
have got to get this relationship betwee~"law and order"--

J;.., 11tntrul,,.,f d' t~f4 ~ er,re.DN ~J 
ott- tlhe una ha' andAnsocial justicep ... an· a&a c~traightened out 

in our national thinking. 

We have got to have both •-~d we won't have either without 

the other, for t:hay ate uuut'al]y !Ut:E!rt!~p~tidetrt. 

fact is that right now the people of 

this country are so concerned -- and rightly -- about violence and crime 

that adequate measures to protect life are an essential pre-condition 

of getting on with the things we want to do to nourish it. 

~I-t-
Anybody who thinks that violence /'4 an effective method today 

of bringing about social change is wron~. J ...... __ _ 
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Violence is today the enemy of change in this country. It is 

the ally of the status quo the excuse those who oppose change will 

11nl ~~ ~~ 
. use, and use effectively, to prevent it. ~'--'- ...1.. -'- • 

~ lit~ r-jitlt a vu ~ '1 

~~ -IIIli t:~~~t~nptt~~. 
~ The confusion ~rotest and violence • • • the blurring of the 

~ ~·'· essential line between them • is part o£ the fever of ~ times. 

The glory of this nation is that you and I can stand up in the 

public squarer\r write in the public pres~or argue in the public forum 

against injustice and discrimination or in favor of our own political 

and economic theories, however unconventional they may be. We can 

take unpopular stands • • • oppose the policies of our own government. 

We can dissent, and protest bitterly if our dissent i~ 6y 
it.L ;,Hr~rn;"'Je.,/.~ 

ia&e disloyalty. 

We can oppose with words and ideas. 

But we cannot oppose with force and lawlessness. 

We cannot murder a civil rights worker-~ cannot murder a 

United States Senatoct;,4.d we cannot use th~ torch to ~~ociet~ 
~J41ry ~ ~ wlui ~ ~(Stt il ~-

if we permit that to happen we and "at dtE&ms wtll be cottsaMell '" tlftue 

~IMA!A41~~ ~-wvl/ k~ 
pames. ...,; ~ ~ , 
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I 
Th second imperative that emerges from 

Rober Kennedy and 

is country between protest and 

of 

we restore 
1 

e national sense of safety frotrt violence and crime. 

N,u, ~~~~14? 
Crime prevention and law enforcement are basically local and 

l state responsibilities. ~don't wan~ral police force. 

I The Tenth Amendment makes it clear that the police power does 

not belong overnment, and the decisions of the courts 

give this fundamental principle its necessary and wise application. (CH~CK) 

(~,? ) 
The protections of the Fourteenth Amendmen1\are equally important, 

and I question seriously the judgment of either members of Congress or 

candidates for the Presidency when they seem to sneer at those guarantees. 

There is plenty of room within these Constit~tional guarantees 

of due process of law and o~te responsibilities to protect ourselves 

a~ainst tile zaoa:? violence and crime. 

~ ~ ~~rtl:.. ~M4., fALs~ f 
NiW c:-. k t14>v- ryM ft.,.r ? 
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~~~-~----~-------.~--~------------------~ ~,· 

WE must dtaw up tn fiiiS yea't',...s ffiftt'mmi"'""t!~!TntHt~enda 

.. 

-. 1:1i 1 J prnpou thesE teetlis -- ""mii'6tig"""'l:fiers ":' 

~~ ~ ) First, the taking of whatever additional measures are necessary 

to counteract the abuse of the privilege of owning firearms. 

I reject the tired arguments about murder being committed by 

men rather than by their weapons. The fact is that those nations with 

stringent gun laws are far less plagued by crimes of violence than we 

are. The American people know that the easy availability of guns makes 

their widespread use more likely. 

President Johnson has 

present Congress to the maximum of its willingness to control the inter-

state shipment and the sale to minors of rifles and shotguns as well as 

hand arms. 

!'tit t!ireze ts toots lie ,\iiQ 4QF.AiW 

1 ~urge m Oloh wap~ the adopti' either by ~ates or 

by the next Congre/ of legislation requiring the registration of all fire--
arms, and the effective improvement of the laws against carrying concealed 

weapons. 
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Second. The availability and use of drugs in this country 

today is largely a consequence of our ignorance and our weakness. 

I think the~· traffic~~ can be oa~oOoo01 glly 
stopped -- both by stronger attacks on it by our law enforcement 

agenci~and through demanding cooperative action by the governments 

of countries it comes from. 
:L S/11, 1 AISCJ~ ________.. 
I am fr k · to 

~-~~,_,.'!IAt»tlt' I J 1 

e present inclination 
/ 

~r1J ·~~~~~•11 "' j)f,'e-~ 
o ~o easy on 

ing about mar"juana because we ~ren't clear j~~how bad it 
/ 

Any doubt here ought to be resolved the other way. 

~ ~ ·~~-~~JU4. 
the immediate adoption of the recommendations of 

the President's Crime Commission regarding the steps necessary to control 

the sale and use of drugs. (CHECK and expand.) 

rd. The rioting in American cities must be stopped. ~~""' 

-,z_ 1 •-~~ .f et/)1~ AJi/f 
1...._. t4r~ '"'!IVWI"f . -, 

'!:"'urge w,ith all the £e..,e "- ,...,ft - ~l,who live 

in America's slums and ghettos that tae Q£forts a£ a] 1 of us 

who ere t*lrsu i ng..JDOS a~t.-:ive-ly t ffort t itre out slums ancr 

~Qttos will be dangerously hurt by any renewal of ~rioting. ehat he& 
5Jw•ll ,.,;lfttrrf'( ~,~).AJ drr~ IAMI7 
taken p 7 acea 
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If there are riots., they must be dealt with firmly. 

If there is looting or burnin~ it has to be punished. 

The state laws regarding incitement to riot or to violate the 

law in any respect shoul~in my judgme~be broadened and 

strengthened to meet the plain fact that there is today a clear and 

present danger of civil disorder throughout the country. 

~~ 
Fourth. I r.dll de vcle]:) Hl:1'4ilie:r !ft tfte a~n-ths ahead the proposal 

I made last year in Detroit for State Councils of Civil Pec:_ce. 

me in considering whether we are rightly exposing our children to 
~A~ i'ICC~ 

endles sAexercises in the casual infliction of injury and death on our 

television screens, in our motion picture theatres .. 

en. lotlt -4etttt•'k1 · 
censorshi;"- IA£. propose r I do not propose 

literature. 

consideration by men and women ,~'""""'"''ffi 

our children's minds are being infe~b~ poison more virulent 

than any we would evefrconsider permitting to enter their bodies. 

4Jg, MJtrt )t' "" """ 
-i-8:Al de1!et minea t8> put an end to fear wherever it exists 1n 

America ••• whether in the streets of the city or the suburb, 

whether in black neighborhoods or whiteLTher;: must be no vacil 

tion, no temporizing, with those few Americans 
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.e!t• bnduol diM nltretf !li~ho 

society but its destruction. 

oJ; 
E-M~ me make this clear: 

seek not the improvement of our 

The cloak of law and order must 

~be used to conceal repression or to diminish freedom~re 

those who will call for repression, who will seek to exploit fear, 

for their own narrow purposefhey will seek to halt social progress . 

~.er thli ~\iiee-~~~i=ng Ame'!it!a. They will seek to divert 

us from those pas itive 

b will not succeed. 

(,-~ 
programs which alone canAconquer unrest. 

Now of the other side of the guaranteeing of life -- the 

J,;l.(;;nuishineat of it. 

There are better reasons for making life mean something 

for every American than the fact that this will reduce materially the 

problems of "law and order. "/But this is nevertheless relevant. ' 

Indeed if we are to have law and order -- except in the im-

perfect sense that a policeman1 s club can produce it-- we must 

build a society in which everyone will be able to pl:ay a ms&n:~ 

There is John Stuart Mill's putting of it: 11 Let a man have 

nothing to do for his country and he will have no love for it. 11 

-(Clleck u&te. Add ·Lincoln quote on how we must teacn res,....~-...-..... 

for the law. ) 
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It is imperative that every citizen feel he has a real leto ~ 

play in this country. ~ 
~~--------~----------------------------

What we need today is a major offensive against both crime and 

violence itself and against the~ causes of crime and violence --

an Agenda for Justice to work on along with the Agenda for Safety • . 
' 

What a great thing it would be if we could combine in our 

national decision-making this year the convictions of those who be-

lieve most strongly in "law and order11 and those who press most 

vigorously for "social justice. 11 

)zpr- ,.,,. "~ 
This is entirely possible -- if we can make clear the e:!:!ential 

i~t:Ir~ CJ 1:;t~ ? 
/ There can be no compromise with crime or with criminals 

/ or with those who resort to violence and brutality. But it is a far 

different thing to respond constructively to the demands of those who 

seek in good faith a more meaningful role in the society and a fairer 

share of its benefits. 

L8t' s do some barga init~g -

I submit that the recommendations of the President1 s Com-

mission on Civil Disorders are right -- and that if they are carried 

out the civil disorders in America's cities will stop. 

I submit that the recommendations of the President's Com-

mission on (Military Service?) are right-- and that if they are put 

7 

1 

I 
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into effect the protests on the college and university campuses will be 

greatly diminished. 

I submit that the ~:F"the Poor 

~;/net~,; -k ~~td J ,.,c. 
People1 s Campaig~are ~fir/ 

.J ,., ,, 
constructively would ~ 

' .. ' 
essentially reasonable JC that acting on them 

involved would be fully recovered within two or three years.) /f )0 t/~ 
(/;vi~. 

Nothing is more paradoxical in our affluent society than 

the spectre of hunger hovering over millions of American families. 

Every citizen in this nation must have enough to eat. 

We have a vast capacity to produce food for the hungry 

people of this country and of the worldt:immoral not to use 

that vast capacity to maintain a society in which some babies suffer 

from malnutrition while at the same time there is great concern 

among other segments of our population about the dangers of over-

eating. Until those of our citizens who are hungry develop the skills 

to earn an adequate living with an adequate diet it is our obligation 

to insure that their families are fed properly. 

This richest society man has ever known cannot afford to 

permit the festering frustration of unemployment which can so 

easily erupt into violence. Jobs bring dignity to the individual and 

resources to his family. 
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The idea of a guaranteed annual income does not ~~wi. th 

the ideas we all grew up on and most of us still hold. But the idea • ~.:fo, 

of assuring a decen}.-job to everybody who will work at it makes ~p.}' 

sense -- and the dividends would include the larger acceptance of ~ ;.{ 

law and of order, ~.~:J.t 
Every dollar we put into the full education of those who Jl"' 1 1 

are now denied it -- every dollar we put into the building of homes 

for those who now live in hovels -- will be repaid; and this will be 

partly in the reduction of crime and violence. 

There is no choice today but to be tough-minded, hard-headed, 

about stopping crime and violence in this country. There will not be 

social justice until we do. 

And there is no alternative to being tough-minded, hard-headed, 

about establishing social justice in this country. There will not be 

law and order until we do. 

Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King -- and John Kennedy 

and Medgar Evers -- died in crimes of violence. 

But the forces behind the bullets that killed them were the 

forces of hate and fear and despair -- of the unrest that feeds on 

these conditions and then degenerates into total intolerance and the 

ultimate obscenity of utter disregard for life itself. 
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They were champions of social justice. 

They were victims of meanest crime. 

The question today is whether we are more intent now -- because 

of their sacrifice -- on punishing crime or on preventing it. 

Their answer would be the same as ours. 

} 



VICC PRESIDENT HUBERT I-fUl\f?}IUY SPEECH 
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB lt7nCHEON - Jt"NE 20. 19(18 

We are perhaps still too close to the tragic events of recent Heek::: to 

tind in them the instruction that tt'ley ShO\olld give us f or the ~u'ture. 

One thing is clear a nd it zuides r:ty remarks here tod•.y. 

It would be the bHterest irony if the purposes that Martin Lut i1C"!"' ~inc: 
\ 

n.nd Robert Kennedy pl'rsued should be thvrarted now -- not only hy the .ra~t-. of 

their deat h but even more i tr. violent circmnstance. 

These two men, 1·rhatever may be your parti r, an or personal view·s, stood 

first of all and foremost for sccial ,justice. And :i n a s tra.nr;e and unreasoning 

wa:r , t •mt eoal has been set off, as thou~h it •,.•ere in opposi ti.on, to tt'\e pu.rpo~e 

of a ch .:.evin <?: Hha.t ,,e term ''la..,., and order ." 

The fact i r that c ivil order anrl civil justice are hdn impera t i\'E!J , that 

they are interdependent and that one •,Ti thout t he other dimi nishe f the me an i n['; 

·J f 1\r::c ricn. 

The fac ts of vb l ence before this nation are not only the a.ssassinatior.. of 

Rober t Kennedy and t:artin Luther King , Jr. -- and John Kennedy and 1~dr,ar Evers 

befor e them. 

':!hat mu s t be brought into evidence, for trial by the jnr y of the people of 

thi s nat ion , are the full fact s of today 's increasing conunonplace, and I repeat 

c0mr1onplace of cr ime and violence: 

* The fact f or example of 8 thousand l!i.lnler r, in this countr:v every :;ear, 

a nd more than ! ~ million maj or cr imes. 

* The fact repor t ed in the headlines of every ne..,.1spaper that many of the 

s l. rce t s of our ci t ie s are no longer safe at least to wall~ nn at night , or man:r 

r,f ' O"•lr nei r;hborhood s Safe t o liVE' in. 

* The fact of an e scalation of protest that has sometimes becCJ\'1~ u 

daneerous e s calation of violence. 

* The fact that there are guns today in seven of every ten Arrerican home s 

a nd t elevis ion sets showing every youne;ster how they are used in the unreal 
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underworld that become s !1is vivid daily reality and his entertainment. 

Yet the se acts, and these statistic s , and these fact s , and these hPad

lines, and these television programs are not, and you know they're not, the 

true story of the America that is yours and mine. They are, however, America' s 

nightmare and they belie the essential truth of this country. 

Now let me make it clear, I re j ect the casual and cynical talk about 

America beine a "sick society." 

It is too often an escape from social responsibility, or it's an attempt 

to reduce the costs of responsibility by someone who believes in the divine 

right of the fortunate. 

It must be clear that violence, crime, looting, burnine cannot and will 

not be condoned and must be stopped. 

It must be equally clear that the conditions that breed crime and violence 

have to be sought out -- rooted out with the same tenacity and the same courage. 

This relationship between "law and order" on the one hand and "social 

justice" on the other nrust be nade plain to every American. I know of no group 

of people that has a greater responsibility to make it plain than those who are 

respons ible for informing the American public of the facts of our l ife -- t he 

media -- press, radio, television, publication. 

Our generating idea as a nation was to secure the right -- the inalienable 

right as it vms said in our Declaration of Independence -- t~e inalienable ri~ht 

of life -- along with liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 

But this means to me two things. 

It means first protecting life -- the breath of life itself, that precious 

r,ift of God almighty . 

It means equally, the fulfillment of life -- giving life meaning and value 

and validity. 

The right of life as a physical fact is in jeopardy today from crime and 

violence. 
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And for millions, millions of our fellm.,r Americans, there is .4eoparcty 

to the right to life in the sense of life that is meaningful. And ther~ i s 

a different kind of violence. A violence to human di gnity and self re spect 

that haunts this land. A violence in the filth and the degradation of our 

; lums, the despair and the hopelessness of unemployment, the crippline a wl. 

the debilitating effects of illiteracy. 

Violence to the human spirit. The wal..kinr dead are amongst us my 

fellow Americans. Men and 'tTomen of despair and hopelessness. 

I propose, therefore, that we draw up, in this national election, in 

this year of decision, two agenda: 

First, the Agenda for Civil Order, 

And an Agenda for Social Justice, 

and that we pursue both simultaneously, relentlessly. 

I put these items at the top of the Agenda for Civil Order: 

First. The rioting in American cities cannot be condoned, cannot l1e 

tolerated and it must stop. And if it breaks out again, it must be put dO'I·m 

promptly, effectively and firmly. And we know how to do it. And it is the 

first duty of government to do that. 

Riots are cruelly wrong. Their toll of life and property is unconsci.on-

able. Their first and worst victims are the poor themselve~ -- the inhabi-

tants of the ghetto, and if you please, the poorest of the poor, the most 

i eprived of the deprived. 

The facts are everyvrhere to ,justify that conclus ion. 

Our state laHs r e;.;ardine; inci teMent to riot or to violation of Je.w in 

an:· re spect need to be strengthened and broadenect. And y0u nred to he l p r,et 

these ::tate lav1s improved and Mn'·:crnizcd . 

Law in this country is not all >Ut of Congre ~::; ' ~entlemen and ] arlii"S. 

Thir is a gove rnment of the Federal ~overnment , the state and local fo·.re rn-

r-.r: nt:: . 
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If t here is looting and burning it must be treated and puni shed acc c ~d in~ 

t o the la-.;.rs against stealing and arson. That's what it is. 

The prevention of crime and the enforcement of law against violence are, 

as I said, essentially state and local responsibilities . 

We do not want in a strong national government, stronger and bigger every 

day , a federal police force. 

But the states and the local communities need and are entitled to generous 

help through federal fundi~ of enlarged and better trained law enforcement 

agencies and personnel. 

But let me level with you. Law and order cost money-- it' s not cheap. 

I know, I served as the mayor of a great city. I expanded a police department, 

I modernized it and I enforced the law. I didn't theorize about it, I did it. 

Law and order costs much more than we are presently spending. And it e.lso 

requires public support for the police and it requires also respect and support 

for the courts. 

I have spent a great deal of ~! life defending civil liberties and civil 

r ights -- not just recently when they have become rather popular, but back 

over a long time when they weren't and when ma~v people didn't think I was 

very popular doing it either. 

But violence is the enemy of civil rights. It's the mortal enemy of 

civil liberty. It is the total antithesis and repudiation of it. It i s t he 

ally of reaction and it i s frequently used as an excuse for not doinG the 

things that need to be done in this country to make it a decent country . 

Now we've said repeatedly and it cannot be said too often that crime 

and violence cannot be tolerated. It must be stopped. 

But I disagree with those who sneer at Constitutional guarantees and 

propose shortcuts to justice across the quicksand of contempt for due process 

of law. ~~ybe, ladies and gentlemen, there but by the grace of God and good 

luck go ycu. The due process of law is made for the rich and the poor. It's 
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made for the black and the white, for urban and rural. Don't play with it. 

It's your one protection against powerful, omnipotent and at times almost 

dictatorial government. 

Second. I propose that the sale and the possession of firearms and 

ammunition has to be governed by the sole consideration of what is necessary 

and effective to stop their criminal use. That's the simple rule. 

Now the President has urged the Congress to control the interstate ship

ment and sale of rifles, shotguns, hand guns and anmuni tion. And this 

legislation must be passed~' today. It's years late, inexcusably late. 

And there's more to be done. If the states don't adopt, right away, 

legislation requiring the registration of all firearms, then the Congress 

will be required to do so. The laws against carrying concealed weapons must 

be greatly strengthened, and the penalties for violation increased and the 

law enforced. 

Third. The federal, state and local agencies must be organized in a 

massive, and I repeat, nassive effort to stop drug traffic in this country. 

This means an increase in enforcement personnel. Again, it costs a 

little money. 

It means stiffer penalties for the violation of laws prohibiting the un

licensed sale of drugs. 

It means a large scale program for treating drug addiction, and for re

habilitating the victims of addiction once the habit is broken. 

It means finding out -- instead of wondering and arguing -- about the 

effects of marijuana. 

It means adopting the recommendations of the President's Commission on 

Law Enforcement regarding the sale and the use of drugs. 

The drug addict, often times a youngster in this day and age, is the 

most pitiful person in the world -- and can turn out to be one of the most 

dangerous. 
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Fourth. Councils for Civil Peace m~at be or1anized at the state and metro

politan level. 

Such a Council should include repreaentaiion tram all racial, religious 

and economic groups, the state attorney gener~'s office, the National Guard, 

the l aw enforcement agenciea and officials of .state and local government--at a 

state and local level such as we have here at the federal level in the Security 

Council. 

It could and should provide a state community relations service designed to 

prevent violence and to gain community cooperation and to hear the voices of those 

who all too often have gone unheard. And it could set up a coordinated early 

warning system so that coming disorders that people in the ghetto and the slums 

know about might be detected in advance. And it could and it must set up a 

central communications system vital to effective law enforcement. 

Finally, fifth. We must take a hard, frank look at the effects of television 

on our children. What happens when they are exposed to endless exerciaes 

in t he casual infliction of injury and death on television screens? I ask your 

unbiased, parental, human judgment of this. I ask you to be your own monitor 

for one week. 

I do not propose government censorship. I am unalterably opposed to it. 

But I do propose effective consideration by the American public--and those 

responsible for television programming-~ot how to understand and deal with this 

pervasive influence on the lives of our children. Something needs to be done. 

Now, these are some of the items -- and only some -- on the Agenda of 

Civil Order. Others must be added. But it is a minimum requirement of our 

society today that government protect the right to life and property from 

vi olence and crime. 

And if I am permitted to lead this nation, I will know how to fulfill that 

minimum requirement and will do 10. 
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But more must be done. And it can be done in conjunction with securing the 

right to life with ~aning and life that is worth living. 

We're human beings, my friends, not animals. Life is more than survival. 

Life is God's greatest gift. 

So there must be an Agenda for Social Justice. 

Now, there isn't time here today to set out all the detailed items of that 

Agenda. It is a longer agenda than the other. I outlined part of it last week 

in my letter to the Reverend Abernathy. And I will, and have in the past and 

will continue in the future to outline a comprehensive program of action. 

But its central ele~nts -- especially as they relate to civil order 

must be made clear here and now. 

Most important of all: Every individual must be able to play a meaningful 

role in his community -- he must have a stake in what's going on. He must have 

a "part of the action" 

John Stuart 11ill put it very well: "Let a man have nothing to do for his 

country and he will have no love for it." r{y fellow Americans, far too many 

of our fellow citizens have had nothing to do for themselves or for this 

country. And they're desperately needed today. 

The survival of democracy's community depends on everyone having a sense 

of community, of belonging, of being a part of it. 

And this means participating in its decisions. 

It means contributing to its progress. 

And it means sharing in its benefits. 

It ~ans a man or a woman saying this is my neighborhood -- this is ~ 

home this is ~ country -- ~property, ~ job, my family. 

And when they feel that way, they shall love America with all the passion 

and devotion of the greatest of the patriots. 
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This means devisin~ new and creat5.v• .)ror" lures and institutions t o permit, 

yC's , to encourage direct citizen partic~l)e.tion in their gov-ernment processes. 

From the neiehborhood 1e·1e.l to the council~ of national government. And I will 

ar:d shall offer such proposals. 

I submit that the recommendations of the President's Co~ission on Civil 

Disorders are right -- one of the members is here with us today, Senator Harr j s, 

r; :o t hat CoMI'!li s s ion -- and that as the;\' are carried out civil order, as well as 

social justice, in Ameri ~a Hill be serve -:! . 

I submit that the proposals of the Poor People's Campaign relating to 

food , to j obs, to housing, to education and h\..11Tl8.n dignity are rea. r. onable. Say 

Hhat you want -- if it's good for you, it's good for them. ,Arld I submit that 

act ing on them const ructively will cont~ibute greatly to law and order, as weJ l 

as to social justice. 

If we ~ -.rant civil order we nn.1st recognize the civil right of every citizen 

in this nation to have enough to eat. 

There is no reason, and you know it, in America with its unequaled wealth 

and agricultural productivity for !.& ~ to so hungry. What a travesty. What 

irony. What an incredible situation. It's immoral to allow some babies to 

suffer from maln~trition while others in ·our population are concerned about the 

daneers of overeating. 

I submit to this audience and to this government and to this nation that 

we must take whatever admiQistrative and legislative steps are required to provide 

every American with a wholesome and nutritious diet. And we must take these 

steps now -- not later on. Food stamps and commodity distribution programs in 

every low income county by July 1. Let's use this food. Le~' s not try to make 

ourselves the political squirrels of the twentieth century by storins it. 

Not to be a relief client: To work and to earn a living: And to have jobs, 

you know, brings dignity to the individual and resources to his family and wealth 

to thi s nation. 
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The idea of gu~anteeing decent jobs to everyone '·tho will work at them 

makes sense. This is ~ free enterpri3e economy, with private employers 

providing job oppo~tunities to the fullest extent possible -- and they are doing 

a tremendous job now -- and with the government ~king whatever back-up or 

financing arrangements are necessary . And this means, ~Y I say, supporting the 

principal goals Of the public service emplo~nt legislation now pending in 

Congres~, 

If we want civil order we must recognize the civil right to a full education 
; 

from age four through college to adult education -- and the civil right to grow 

up in a decent home and a decent neighborhood. 

And I submit we m~st act now to secure these rights. 

It vron' t come free, I know it. It isn 1 t cheap. I know it. It will not 

come without change. 

~t I submit that just as those wno fought for the independence of this 

country, pledged their lives, their fortunes and their sacred honor to those 

inalienable rights of life, liberty and the p~auit of happiness, that if we 

do less in tll:f.s as we approach the t\>ro hundredth ann,i.versary of our independence, 

we will lose the meaning of our independence. 

A~ that I've said wil+ require feder•l, state, local, and private resources 

not just in dollars but in commitment. Apd there will be resources available, my 

fellow Americans, in a growing economy and atter Vietnam. And those resources 

must be ~diately directe~ to the needs ot this n4tion, to a Marshall Plan for 

our cities. And I shall offer such a ~l~n in detail that will work for America just 

as it did for Europe. I think we can do ,it. 

Civil order and .civil justice -- those are the twin goals of a free people. 

And they are not two goals, but they are one. 

And the fut~~e hinges on our realizing this oneness -~ not only as a moral 

principle but as a matter of our survival &s ·a free society. 
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There is no choice today but to be tough-minded, hard-headed and fair

minded about stopping crime and violence in this country. 

And there is no alternative to being tough-minded, hard-headed and warm

hearted about establishing social justice in this country. 

That's what makes us Americans -- to be able to do both and to do that as 

rapidl y as possible. 

Now there is the whole context of the time that we live in. 

The next President of the United States will face new terms of reference -

a whole new set of problems and conditions, not just in American but worldwide. 

He will face a new period in human history -- a period in which the old 

premises, the old policies, the old ways of doing things are being brought into 

question. 

He will face not only a new world map but a world containing dozens of 

countries and millions of people who have, until now, almost literally lived 

outside of history. 

He will face what modern conum.mication and technolo!Y have wrought -- namely, 

a highly sensitized, "in touch" and impatient family of people and nations who 

will no longer accept the status quo when that status quo sustains hunger, and 

injustice, and lack of participation, or the subjugation of one man b 7 another. 

No continent or country will be inmrune trom this rising tide. Rising ex

pectations do not belong to Africa and Asia alone. They belong here too. 

And no present day weapons system will suffice to maintain security in the 

context of these conditions. War, like sl~, is becoming obsolete, far too 

dangerous for modern man. 

Will we be able to cope with all of this? 

The answer, I think, is quite evident. We must, and we will, if we fully 

recognize now the nature of what lies ahead. 
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There is nothing less in this than the need to reexamine and to change, 

wherever necessary, our national priorities. And they must be constantly 

reexamined, the allocation of our resources and the structures and the 

framework in which we work. 

If America has stood for anything in its relatively short history -- and 

it has stood for much -- it has symbolized the future. It's the other name far 

hope, the promise of a better day. 

All the doctrinaire arguments about the yesterdays, all the rightful pride 

of our even-recent accomplishment mean very little against the challenge of 

the next decade or the year 2000. 

I've spent most of rey life working and planning for the future. Sore of 

~.rou know it has cost me sore hard knocks and even sane rather hard and rough 

names. 

But I have no regret. 

What I mean to do now and what I ask you to help me to do is to rally those 

people who feel the same, who are willing to accept and challenge this new 

'l·:orld envirorunent, who understand that we are in the last third of the twentieth 

century and that freedom i tself is on t rial. 

I want to rally those who have the courage to do whatever is necessary 

pragmatic people, to make this democratic system of ours bend and shape to new 

conditions -- as it always has before. 

And I mean to oppose those people who are already invoking the nostalgia 

of the past, escapism, and the inward look as the means by which this country 

can meet the future. I ~~t our America to reach out and seize the future 

rather than to retreat from i t. I want it to be the student of living conditions 

and not the historian of the past. 

And I want its leadership to accept as an opportunity the challenges that 

~reproposed to u~ and not to flee from the responsibility. 
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And I have a feeling that if we just settle down to the problem the best 

days of this Republic are yet to be lived and when we celebrate our two 

hundredth birthday on July 4, 1976, we shall be able to report to God and 

man that the inalienable rights of life, and liberty,. and the pursuit of 

happiness have in a laree measure been fulfilled. 

Now I'd like to hear from you. 



TRANSCRIPT OF VICE PRESIDENT HUBERT H. HUMPHREY'S 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWER SESSION BEFORE THE NATIONAL PRESS 

CLUB, WASHINGTON, D. C., JUNE 20, 1968 

Allan w. Cromley, President, National Press Club: 

Mr. Vice President, we have a table full of questions over here 

and I'll try to ask as many as I can. 

The first question, Mr. Vice President: The other day Mr. Bill 

Moyers, former White House Press Secretary, predicted you soon will 

begin to spell out some rather important areas of disagreement with 

President Johnson on Vietnam policy and other policies. Could you 

comment? 

Vice President Humphrey: 

I don't think what this country needs is particularly disagree-

ment what I think it needs is positive proposals. The objective 

of this nation and the objective of your government -- and it ~s your 

government -- has been a political settlement of the cruel, costly 

and ugly war in Vietnam -- to take conflict from the battlefield to 

the conference room and the negotiation table. 

We are now at a point where that objective is in part being 

realized. We have a conference and a negotiation underway today in 

Paris. I am not so foolish as to believe that the search for peace 

at the conference table will be much easier than the price we have 

had to pay to resist aggression on the battlefield. But I do feel 

that we have to have the same persistence and the same patience -

the same willingness to be brave and courageous and tenacious at the 

negotiating table as we have on the battlefield. 

We have sent there to Paris two of our most gifted diplomats -- a 

senior statesman Averell Harriman and a brilliant, competent partner 

in cyrus Vance. This has been the objective of political settle-

ment the negotiated settlement of the President. It has always 

been my objective. I have never felt that Vietnam was subject 

to a military solution. This is essentially a political struggle. 
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And the first thing that the American community must learn 

is how to fight the political battles in the world. How to wage 

the "political warfare" if you want to call it that -- o-r at least 

the "political struggle" -- which does not mean the sacrifice of 

life, but means the use of one's intelligence. I only wish that 

this nation was as willing to spend of its financial resources for 

the betterment of this world as it is to spend of its financial 

resources for the weapons of destruction. 

I have been in government long enough, assuming some of its 

responsibilities, to know the importance of national security, to 

understand the importance of our national interest, to appreciate 

the interdependence of the areas of this world, and to a.lso under

stand the danger of aggression unleashed and unchecked. 

But my fellow Americans, we are now at that stage where the r e 

is reason for hope. And just as surely as I stand before this 

_audience, that negotiation which is now underway offers the best 

hope that we have for the fulfillment of what has been the sole 

objective of this country -- to find a way to preserve the peace, 

peacefully -- to find a negotiated political settlement -- and 

to do so honorably in order to protect the_ right of people to design 

their own lives, to create their own institutions of government and 

social structure and to be able to live at peace with their 

neighbors. 

This is what I stand for. I have devoted a good deal of my 

life to the causes of the works of pea ce. I have nev er changed in 

that thought. But I do not think that peace comes to the timid or 

the weak or to the cowardly. 

I think it comes to those of grea t moral purpose -- people 

of strength. And people understand th a t ju s t as you cannot permit 

viol e nce in your streets and your cities with a handful of brigands 

running loose and hope to gain anything called social justice for 
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the great vast majority of your people, neither can you permit 

violence to run rampant throughout the world when outside forces 

seek to destroy the hopes of simple and plain people. 

I advocate today councils of civil peace to prevent violence 

in our cities. I suggest that the strengthening of the United 

Nations -- its peacekeeping operations, the building of regional 

institutions of economic and political and social development must 

be the top agenda of the American people. I suggest the highest 

purpose of this country must be to reduce the tensions that exist 

in this world. 

And we can put ourselves to it. This is 1968, not 1948. 

And we have to understand the gap of the 20 years. And anybody 

that's worth being trusted in the Republic must be thinking ahead 

at least 10 to 20 years, because whatever he says or the decisions 

that he makes now will affect the lives of children yet unborn and 

youngsters now who will have to bear th~ burdens of adult responsi

bility later on. 

Mr. Cromley: 

Someone sent this up, sir, -- Does your answer boil down to 

a denial or tacit acceptance of the Moyers~ assertion? 

Vice President Humphrey: 

I've been reading that Hubert Humphrey ought to be his own 

man. That'£ exactly what I am. It boils down to what Humphrey 

thinks. I'll let the others think for themselves, write for them~ 

selves, speak for themselves. I've never been known to be in-

articulate and on occasion I have a good idea. (applause) 

Mr. Cromley: 

Mr. Vice President, to what extent do you think you' 1:e 

committed to the policies you defended as Vice President? 

Vice President Humphrey: 

Well, I've been a member of the government and I'm very proud 
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that I've been the Vice President of the United States. I.'m very proud to have had a hand in these last 20 some years at fashioning some of the laws of this country. I think John Heffernan can tell you how many real responsibilities the Vice President has -- even in the Press Club much less than the government of the United States. 
But I have been a part of this Administration offering my advice and counsel when it was asked for and even occasionally when it wasn't. 

I think that in the main we have made considerable progress for the good of this country. 
Ladies and gentlemen, if I am permitted to be President of the United States, I intend to be President. I've noticed that most Presidents are just that~ They really don't take orders from Vice Presidents or from anybody else. 

And if I'm permitted to have the opportunity to lead this country, there will be my ideas as I glean them also from others, as I tap the wisdom of the people of this country and the experience of this country. 

one does not repudiate his family in order to establish his own identity. My son is in this audience. I don't ask him to live his father's life. I ask him to live his life. 
The President of the United States has not asked me to live his Administration when I am privileged to have .the Humphrey Administration. 
And there will be -- if I have anything to say about it and with the help of the American people -- a Humphrey Administration with its own program, its own nuances, its own sense of direction, its own perspective, its own objectives. 
America is a continuity of the quest for an ever-expanding freedom. I intend to add to that expanding freedom in my own way. 
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Every conductor of an orchestra makes his own music even 

from the same score with the same musicians. But it's different 

music. 

Hubert Humphrey as Vice President is a member of a team. 

Hubert Humphrey as President is a captain of a team. There's 

a lot of difference. (applause) 

Mr. Cromley: 

I don't know what we'll ask after that one Mr. Vice President. 

(laughter) But I'll try. Have you or any of your principal 

associates held any political discussions with Senator Edward Kennedy 

or his associates since the assassination? If not, are any such 

discussions in the offing? And a related question. How will you 

select your running mate? 

Do you favor an open convention for Vice President? 

Vice President Humphrey: 

What are we doing for openers today? (laughter) Now I 

was wondering if this trip ~as really necessary. 

I've had no opportunity to visit with Senator Ted Kennedy. 

It's quite obvious that it would have been quite improper on my 

part at this time to be talking anything about politics to Ted 

Kennedy. He's a man in great sorrow with many responsibilities. 

I think you ought to know that my relationships with Ted 

Kennedy throughout the years have been most cordial and friendly. 

I admire him greatly and this is not just new. It is a f ·act that 

emanates from the time that he was a student at the University of 

Virginia. Both Ted and Joar. are good friends. 

And I have never talked to him about the possibilities of 

any other office. Quite frankly, I've been kind of interested as 

to whether or not I was going to get an office that I could talk 

to anybody about another office about. I said it was nice to have 

Muriel from the balcony down here but we still haven't made it 
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through Chicago. 

No, I have not talked to Mr. Kennedy, nor have I offe~ed 

the prj ze of the vice presidency to any person. 

I did not think that this off~ce was for purposes of 

bargaining or for sale or for political gymnastics at this time. 

I happen to belie,re that whoever is to be elected or nominated 

for that office, or selected, mu!:Jt be a me1n you feel has ·tho.:Je . 
qualities, as best aq you c~~ discover them, that would suit 

him for the highest office of this land. 

It's very difficult for me to say this because it sounds 

rather immodest. But when President Johnson at Atlantic City 

some four years ago this August suggested to that convention that 

Hubert Humphrey would be his choice fot Vice President, he said 

that he didn't select me because of geography or religion or 

race or age. He selected me because he thought that I had the 

qualities as best he could ascertain them that would best serve 

this Republic in case of need. 

I think that's the high purpose. I think that's the standard 

that you ought to have. Our n~tion is much more closely tied to

gether than before. The day of selecting a man because he's from 

one section of the country or another, or of one race or religion 

or another, is less significant than it was years past. 

Now you ask the question do I believe in an open convention? 

Of course I believe in an open convention. I've been to a lot of 

conventions and theyve always been very open. You know, you can set 

up all kinds of straw men. 

I believe in an open convention. You can nominate as many as 

you want to for any office. Any delegate can get up and make any 

speech. If somebody wants to address the convention and he happens 

to be a delegate, he can get up and talk even longer ·than I can if 

he wishes to. I'll give him a good run for his money. 
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All of this talk about whether or not the convention should be 

open or not for any office or any position is just plain talk. If 
you are a delegate you can speak, you can testify, you can get those 
television cameras on you, you can go out and parade around -and get 

signs and you can pack the galleries and bring your friends in. Oh 
I've been to some real wingdingers, and so have you. 

But ultimately the delegates will make the choice. Now this 

might not be the best system, but it's like Winston Churchill once 
said about democracy. It's the worst possible form of government. 

Except all other~ that have ever been tried. 

And I don't know what we're going to do to improve te present 

system. There are many suggestions. 

My answer to you is no commitments from the Vice President, no 
talks with this distinguished Senator, no conversations with any man 
about this office. Whoever is to receive it should be capable of 

handling it and handling even a higher office. 

And an open convention absolutely, open testimory, open participa

tion; nominate whoever you want to. If I'm privileged to be nominated 
for the office of President and if I am nominat~d I will make my 

suggestions. But even in my own horne I have never been able to exercise 
dictatorial rule. (applause) 

Mr. Cromley: 

Mr. Vice President, the lesson of the primaries seems to be that 

the voters want a change. As an integral part of the Johns9n-Humphrey 
Administration, how can you offer the new leadership and new policies 
America demands? Related question: What is your reaction to the New . 
York primary vote and to Mr. O'Dwyer!s suggestion that it is time for 
you to withdraw? 

Vice President Humphrey: 

Well, I want to tell you, I like Mr. O'Dwyer. Just to show 
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you how wrong he can be, he said in 1960 it was time to elect 

Humphrey President. That's right. Yes, he served on my committee. 

I hope him every success. He's a Democrat. 

I'm not in the business of repudiating Democrats. I want 

you to know that we've got enough trouble without driving people 

out of the party. And this party of ours has room for lots of 

agreement and disagreement and we'll have all kinds of hearings 

and testimony. 

We'll develop a platform and it most likely will have some 

things in it that I didn't feel ought to be in. But I feel that 
a candidate of a political party has a responsibility to his 

constituency. 

Now, you know about that primary in New York. I was at the 

Poor Peoples March for a few minutes yesterday and I sat there 

alongside of my old cclleague and friend from Minnesota, Eugene 

r-tcC<:~rth.Y. And I said "Hi, Gene" and he had a nice smile on his 

~ace, why should~ 't he? Just to show the kind of a guy I am, I 

even had one on, and why should. I? (laughter) 

And I said, "Genc," I was about ready to congratulate him 

and he said, "Well, Hubert, we did a whole ·lot better up there 

in ~ew York than you fellows thought we would, didn't we?" I said, 

"You sure did. I war.t to congr<:~tulate you." And I want to congratulate 
him. H€ did a fine job. 

I'm not go 1ng to sperd my time running down my colleague 

Senator McCarthy. He has his point of view •. Mrs. Ht1mphrey' s had some 
point of views. T haven't run her do~1 too much about it and some 
of your folks out l-·ere ha'lc h1d some points of v i.ews th.J t I didn't 
ugrce \o: i th :) !,d I' V• : h0cr. ~· · r d of careful about running :rou down. 

I've let you do that to me a little bit but I haven't tried to 

down you. 

this matter of change is one that 

deserves our inuncJiate . t Lention. I believe in a change. Strong 

cr dnge. I w;ll , L to chun•JC f ron: the Executive Off ice Bui 1 ding to the 
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White House. 

And I don't only want to change residence. I've been a man of 

change. Some people talk it; other people live it. I'll spread 

before this audience or any other audience in America, twenty years 

of public service, every year marked with change. 

Only a few months ago some people were saying Humphrey had 

more solutions than there were problems. And now I don't, apparently 

according to some, even though there are problems. 

Some people said a little while ago this Humphrey is far too 

liberal for me. And now I keep re~ding that he may be taking Geritol. 

Why, I even read the other day that I've been looking out of drug 

store windows. 

Well, let me tell you the windows I want to look out of. Drop 

by 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. 

I believe in change and I've talked to you about it today . And 

any man that's worthy of the consideration of the American people 

knows that there's a. change all the time in this country. And what 

we want to do is not just change, · but change for the good. 

What you need is a person who knows how to govern. 

What you need is someone who understands the ferment of change, 

the forces of change, and does not let those forces run wild but 

directs them, tries to bring them into some form of direction and 

consensus so that the change is for social progress and not for 

anarchy. 

Change, not of destruction, but change of construct~on. 

I do not think that you demonstrate qualities of political 

leadership by tearing down that which you have around you. I think 

you demonstrate qualities of political leadership by building that 

which is needed. I intend to be that kind of a builder, in change. 

Mr. Cromley: 

Mr. Vice President, in view of the new circumstances surrounding 
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the contest for the Democratic nomination, and the important 

issues involved, will you consent to debate with Senator McCarthy? 

Vice President Humphrey: 

I've always felt that I ought to save my best remarks for the 

Republican candidate, and that's about what I'm going to do. I 

do believe in the process of debate. 

i think the great debate in this country is between the two 

political parties after these 'political parties have arrived at 

their platforms and after they have arrived at the decision of 

their candidates. There's never been any shortage of m7 words. 

I think most of you know that. And it isn't a question. 

Debate isn't what this country needs. What it needs is reason. 

What it needs is an honest, responsible, constructive presentation 

of views and proposals. 

I'm an old debater. I spent three years of it at a university, 

undefeated. Four years at a high school, only defeated once. I 

know a lot about debate. 

Debate is what you call making points, not getting truths. 

What this country needs is a search for truth, through discussion 

and conversation and through dialogue, through the presentation of 

proposals. 

I have travelled in 50 states of this land, my fellow Americans, 

since I've been your Vice President. I have been in over 600 of the 

cities and villages of this land. 

I've been to 102 colleges and universities of this land. I have 

stood before those 102 colleges answer.ing questions just like I have 

here sort of a cheap,Larry, Meet the Press; low budget. And I 

want to tell you, you ought to get some of the panelists that I've 

had of the students, answering their questions, just·like we've done 

here. 

I've travelled over 650,000 miles in the United States of America 

as your Vice President, going to the American people in questions and 
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answers, in discussions, in conv.ersations, in backgrounders and 

what have you. 

There is no lack of words and expression on the part of the 

Vice President. 

I look forward to the opportunity of debating Mr. Nixon. 

I've already shaken more hands than Mr. Rockefeller and he's 

older than I am so I'd like to get a man somewhere near my age. 

Thank you very much. 

Mr. Cromley: 

Along that line, Sir, who do you expect to be the Republican 

opponent and would you pre!er NS.xon or Rockefeller? 

Vi!==e President Humphrey: 

Well, I guess that question did come one question late. It 

isn't a matter of preference. ~ have -- my Republican friends have 

seldom taken my advice-- I've ~ven had some trouble with my 
' 

Democratic friends. 

Whomever the Republicans nominate they'll have to live with 

the Republican record. 

And all of the ti~e up to now people have been looking at our 

record. I intend to have them examine theirs. I know it's going 

to be rather disconcerting to any decent type Republican, but when 

I have them examine what they have done on federal aid to education 

and what they've even done about such a simple little thing as rat 

control and rent supplements, how they voted on model cities, what 

they've done to every social program t~at's been advanced in this 

country, they'll have something to.answer for. 

I'm saving it up. I just wanted to touch you a little bit. 

(laughter) I, I (applause) okay. 

Mr •. Cromley: 

Mr. Vice President, specifically do you favor a guaranteed 

annual income? Do you think such a program could replace present 
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welfare programs or whether it would j u s t be superimposed on top of them? 

Vice President Humphrey: 

Many of these phrases are just tha t -- phrases. aut the way people 
understand a guaranteed annua l income, I would have to say that there 
hasn't been a real discussion as ye t o f its full meaning. But if it's 
what I think it is, I happen to be much more convinced that what we need 
is the g·uaranteed opportunity of a job. 

I believe that people ouqht to ear n their living. I believe that 
those who are helpless and handicapped , those that are sick, those who 
are incapable of providing for themselves, are deserving of a very 
generous and compassionate American people and country to provide 
them with what is needed for a decent living -- which the present 
welfare laws do not provide. 

But I am not one who bel i eve s in a guaranteed annual income . 
I prefer to put my stake in and my voice on the side of pro

viding jobs. Six out of seven are in private employment. I would 
like to see even more of them in p r ivat e employment. 

But I also, as I said in my speech , feel that the government 
of the United States can help through training and through re
employment and through the JOBS program , t~e National Alliance of 
Businessmen and through the Public Serv i ce E~ployment type of pro~ram 
with State, municipal and local government. 

Not make work -- needed work can do a whole lot more to provide 
for this country than just having t he word go abroad in this land 
that we are going to provide everybody with a guaranteed income. 

I want to guarantee their income through their work and I'll 
guarantee, as best I can to the helple s s and the needy and the 
suffering, a decent standard of living through the generosity and 
the compassion of people in this count ry . l think that's the way 
to have it. (applause} 

Mr. Cromley: 

Can your Marshall Plan for the ghe ttos be accommodated within 
the limits of a $6 billion spendi ng cut? 
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Vice President Humphrey: 

The beginnings of it can. Let me just say a word about 

the $6 billion dollar spending cut. I have not been happy about 

it. I think everybody knows it. 

We've had some choices that we were forced to make as to whether 

we were going to have any sense of fiscal responsibility in this 

country. And that's the choice the people need to make. You don't 

prove yourself to be much of a liberal or even much of a sensible 

citizen to ignore the realities of fiscal and monetary policy. 

And we've been faced with a staggering deficit -- and inadequacy 

of public revenue -- and the very people who ought to be for the 

surtax were the ones who wanted to keep these programs gdng that 

help the needy and provide for a better sense of equity and social 

justice in this country. 

Now I h a ppen to believe that after the Congress is all t hrough 

voting a $6 billion cut that they'll start to pass laws that read 

as follows: That, as they pass a departmental budget, they'll have 

a. little proviso at the end, Provided that none of the provisions 

of Public Law 00562 or Whatever it is, the tax bill, and the $6 bill i on 

mandatory cut applied to this appropriation. 

I was there 16 years and I know a little bit about it . But I 

want to say that I would rather have that tax bill with the $6 billion 

cut than to have no tax bill which · forces a massive cut, and Which 

may '!Je: a rather helter-skelter cut that could wreck a lot of the 

programs that we have. 

And my Marshall Plan for cities is first of all one that you 

get a start on: the beginnings of it . are in the Model Cities Program. 

But what we really need in this country is to excite the 

imagination of our people. And I happen to believe that the word, 

the concept of "model cities" hasn't excited anybody. 

~very American of your age and many of the younger ones who 

know little about foreign aid know one thing: the Marshall Plan 

worked. 
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And what was it? It was a preconceived plan between the giver, 
the donor and the recipient. It was a plan that was worked out relating 
to people and things, relating to investment and jobs, relating to 
the rationalization, that is the balancing, of an economy. 

I think that the American people know that the Marshall Plan, 

as it was administered as foreign aid, was a success. I think they'd 
like to believe they could have a similar success at home. And why 

can't they? 

The Marshall Plan was a success in Europe primarily because it 
was worked out in concert with the recipient and the donor, with 

industry and labor and the people in the area that neede~ the help. 

Now if we could make that work in Europe we can make it work 

in America. 

We have more management techniques and technology here, more 

management ability, as many or more skilled workers, more resources 

to do with than they had there. 

And what I said to you was, this war in Viet Nam is going to be 

over. Pray the day that it mcty be over -- tomorrow, a week from now, 

a year from now. I can't predict when it's going to be over but it 
will come. 

And the question before this house is what will you do when it 

is over? 

After Korea I know what we did. 

We just forgot our social needs. 

We had more poor after Korea than we have now. 

We had· more illiterates after Korea than we have now. We had as 
many or more slums after Korea than we have now and we didn't do one 
thing. 

What we did was reduce the taxes and forget our social responsibil
ities. 

What Hubert Humphrey is saying to you today as Vice' President, and 
what I will say to you if I am permitted to be your President, is the same 
courage that was required to wage war in Viet Nam must be required, it 
must be applied to wage war on the vestiges of deprivation and poverty 
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in this country. 

And I think the American people would like to win a war in 

their own country. I think they would like to be able to do some

thing for their own people and I think I can rally them to get them 

to do something for their own people. 

I helped rebuild one city, not as a theoretician but as 

practicing Mayor with little authority and not much power. 

Give me the chance to help rebuild this America as the 

President of the United States and I think we'll get the job done 

with your help. 

Mr. Cromley: 

(applause) 

You seem to be winning them all Mr. Vice President, so we'll 

give up. But first of all (laughter and applause), I would like to 

present you a Certificate of Appreciation awarded in recognition 

of service to correspondents, press, radio and television, from ~he · 

National Press Club. 

Vice President Humphrey: 

Thank you very much. 

Mr. Cromley: 

Also, sir, our Press Club silk necktie which we hope you will 

wear. 

Vice President Humphrey: 

Well, I sure appreciate this. I'm a little short of them. 

Mr. Cromley: 

Finally the last question, sir, do y~u plan to make Bill Moyers 

your Press Secretary? (laughter) 

Vice President Humphrey: 

Well, I haven't cleared this with Mondale and Harris. 

I want to say in the presence of many friends of Bill Moyers 

he is a fine gentJeman and I deeply regret that there's been a kind 

of misunderstc::nding which has grown out of a statement 'Which I don't 

think too many people read. 
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Last night I read to Mrs. Humphrey the transcript of what Bill had to say and I want you to read it and then I want you to take a look at what was said and what was said about it. 
He didn't quite say what I thought he said and what some of you thought he said. He really didn't. 
What he said was that Hubert Humphrey was never for a military solution of the problem of Viet Narn but he always worked for and argued for a political solution. 
That was the sum and substance of his point, and he wanted Hubert Humphrey to say this more often. 
I thought I did say it. But I just never knew that folks weren't listening. That's all, you know. But I guess they don't. 
So I don't think Bill did me any great injustice. I may have done him some. 

But he hasn't applied. I understand that Captain Guggenheim pays better than the White House: not only that they can leave the lights on up there and we can't down here. Thank you very, very much. 
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